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2017 Award Winners

First Place:
“(With Bows),” Shonna Levin
(Brooklyn, New York
1
Second Place:
Torah Past Midnight, Amy Gottlieb
(Bronx, New York)
3
Third Place:
Stitching the Dove Back Together, Sarah Antine
(Potomac, Maryland)
4
1st Honorable Mention:
(Re: thinking of you Jerusalem), Lara Haft
(Durham, North Carolina)
5
2nd Honorable Mention:
Trief, Dana Robbins
(Portland, Maine)
6
3rd Honorable Mention:
Driftwood Pantoum, Julia Kolchinsky Dasbach
(Philadelphia, Pennsylvania)
7
4th Honorable Mention:
In the Temple Mount, Debra Cash
(Belmont, Massachusetts)
8
5th Honorable Mention:
Grandy,1990, Molly Raynor
(Ann Arbor, Michigan)
9

Finalists:
Family Tree, Annotated, Diana Anhalt
(Atlanta, Georgia)
10
Brick Row House, Crown Heights, Rosalind Brenner
(East Hampton, New York)
11
I Keep A Rock, Susan Cobin
(Lexington, Kentucky)
12
The Long Road Of Memory, Zachariah Hauptman
(San Francisco, California)
13
Generations, Beth Dwoskin
(Ann Arbor, Michigan)
14
I Laid Myself Out, Lara Haft
(Durham, North Carolina)
16
Changall's LaJoie, 1980, Miriam Jacobs
(Atlanta, Georgia)
17
Forest Shiva, Yoni Hammer-Kossoy
(Jerusalem, Israel)
18
Easter Sunday, Dana Robbins
(Portland, Maine)
19
In Good Samaritan Hospital, Gloria g. Murray
(Deer Park, New York)
20
The Whistle, Jonathan Lewis
(Washington, DC)
21
When the Rabbi Spoke, Jonathan Lewis
(Washington, DC)
22

Shonna Levin
"(with bows)"

I have too many fingers today
to count those times I heard
"I love you"
because they fell from my own lips
like blood diamonds
scratching my throat
on the way out.
I was 11 years old
I passed a mirror and noticed –
I noticed!
I was built by bones,
not by shame.
There was a well of water
in my sixth grade classroom
shaped like a chrysanthemum
named Bracha
who kept her father
in a locket.
They cornered her,
demanded that she find Kibbud Av
in the cemetery.
The Rebbetzin
gave me detention for being
her hero.
I soaked my siddur for a home
where a tomato was a tolerable thing,
questions were Godly
and magic was more real
than the genocide
waiting in my basement
with a burning patience.
1

I learned that “family” was
an elastic term,
that my mind was a threat.
My teacher forgot
to give my pencil back.
Daddy pawned my silence
for chocolate currency
wrapped (with bows) to mimic
Parenting.
It tasted like cowardice
like kites made of shirts
and neatly packaged racism.
Suzanne was my Momma
whispering kindness and Trinidad
between the pages
of my
Chumash homework.
Chani was my other mother.
She was good to me.
“Good” wasn't on my wash care label so
I kissed her favorite daughter,
bought
a Pepsi
for the girl
whose skirt was only two inches
below her knees.
She told me to unbutton her blouse.
I named my panic: Tznius
while I ran.

When you ask me where I'm from –
I falter.
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Amy Gottlieb
Torah Past Midnight
Abraham was now old, advanced in years,
and the Lord had blessed Abraham in all things (bakol).
— Genesis 24:1

There are three kinds of bakol, says the rabbi
at three in the morning. First bakol is legacy,
second is wisdom, third is listening to the duet
that God harmonizes with you, even in dreams:
the time-lapse of the morphing chrysalis,
the cells of the honeycomb, the gray salt
in the mollusk shell, the creamy wax on the Q-tip
when you whorl your baby’s tiny ear after a bath.
Jazzed with sugar, my fingers trace the letters on
the source sheet where bakol spells the desert stars
so far away. Beneath the fluorescent lights
of the JCC I summon a celestial palace where
the route of the dream connects the two worlds:
the stars and the honeycomb, the duet and the whorl.
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Sarah Antine
Stitching the Dove Back Together
A crow waits on the last telephone pole in Alon Shvut,
clutching a Kleenex in its beak,.
I look up
through the waterfall pouring down my face.
It was some kind of joke
made by the crow.
Doves do not have a sense of humor.
Doves ruffle feathers, have too much to carry –
The olive branch gets heavy,
looking for a place to land.
On the sidewalk I find too many dropped feathers
like dotted lines.
I should pick them up
but this road is the Nile river, rushing past.
Here is where I could keep quiet
and hitch a ride with eternity
like the three boys
climbing into the wrong evening, the wrong backseat, הם חטפו אותי
tossed to the river of blood.
Look under every house for them. Tear down the night, mourning.
Even so, the Levant Sparrowhawks won’t budge. Even so, citizens caw for blood in the stirred up street;
thugs fall like limestone bricks. Thirsty, we set our dry bones on the curb.
He called out, “Father, save me,” so they poured out gasoline.
Entitled - a kind of crown that shatters his skull.
Surely goodness will follow me,
Old Newspaper
still burning in a ditch,
all the days of my life.
Sit by the campfire; try not to talk about it,
a marshmallow blistering and turning black on the end of a stick.
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Lara Haft
(Re: thinking of you in Jerusalem)
We play house that summer afternoon
charging our phones, cooking eggplant,
conspiring to keep the earth on its axis.
You write me emails in the still of the three-p.m. rush,
drink your second cup of coffee with milk.
Tides of work deadlines,
Late nights writing have flickered out,
You comb for your words the way
my mom looks for green sea glass next to the pier.
Adia tells me: “home” was the place we longed for.
Adia tells me: “home” was a place in time.
The kids in Sheikh Jarrah set off fireworks
I am charging my phone
You are cutting onions in my apartment.
You write me emails in the still of the afternoon.
In the still of the morning, I wake with ashes
on the soles of my feet, sand stuck between my molars.
I want you, same way I want this city
I want to drive straight down I-85 and into the sea.
You write me
and for a moment on the Carolina breeze
I smell cinnamon and burning rubber.
On the day I met you,
I loved you for two hundred years.
I hold this close to me,
Heineken fragment, glinting of home
Made soft by the breaking waves.
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Dana Robbins
Treif
(1)
In my twenties, I returned to
the religion of my great-grandparents
and made my kitchen kosher, boiled
cauldrons of water on a steamy July day
immersed old silver to wash away
the traces of sin and treif.
My baby slept nearby in the white wood
bassinet and when I lifted her
to my breast our sweat mingled
and dripped down my belly.
Never, my husband and I vowed, would
unsanctified food enter her the pink bow
of her lips, but that was a different husband
and a different life.
(2)
Illness and lack of teeth have not lessened
my sister’s taste for Chinese food
so my second husband and I sneak
treif into the kosher nursing home,
carry it past the electric shabbes candles
that flicker in front of the television,
as the slumped elderly drowse
in their wheelchairs.
To salve my conscience, we eat in the lobby
near the tank of iridescent fish
whose blank eyes contain no judgment.
My sister gums a sparerib;
my husband cuts her shrimp
and her Kung Po chicken into tiny pieces.
She sucks the inside out of an eggroll,
gently, he pries the casing from her hand,
packs it with pork fried rice, feeds it to her.
This too is holiness.
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Julia Kolchinsky Dasbach
Driftwood Pantoum
And in the dream, she was just bones
searching for what holds her together—
a river the width of ten bodies.
Stop closing your eyes, this isn't your story,
searching for what holds her together.
You can't let her rest, my mother says.
Stop closing your eyes, this isn't your story.
She's turning in her grave each time you write
not letting her rest, my mother says,
tells me to read about Hitler's last descendants.
She's turning in her grave each time you write this.
They live in Long Island and refuse to have children.
There are five of them, Hitler's last descendants—
a river the width of ten bodies.
They live in Long Island and refuse to have children.
And in the dream, she is still just bones.
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Debra Cash
In the Temple Mount Tunnels
On the excavated Roman road
beneath the archeological dig
the stones are wet to the steadying hand
and foreheads bent to their coolness.
Women stoop here, reciting psalms
in the harsh electric shadows,
a school of fish in a dank grotto
lit by the flares of rancid prayers
as exile’s tears seep from the stones
deep underneath the ground.
This is the place our sages taught
the Holy of Holies was established
where the High Priest changed his clothes for linen
and a breastplate set with precious stones
where animal sacrifice burned
to the sweetness of surrender
so the women descend to this place:
the Foundation of the world.
Glorious to see the ruined shrine
the cave astride Charles Warren’s arch
a place for tourists and the pious
to take redemption’s measure.
My love is in the cleft of the rock
My land is torn by enmity.
Solomon’s wisdom will not divide
This bitterly contested child.
Your servants take pleasure in her stones
and cherish her soil, no need to face the rising sun.
The place the priests’ smoke rose to heaven
is above your head like a sparrow lofting
over the closure of a tomb.
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Molly Raynor
Grandy, 1990
Marry a mensch like your Poppa.
Or don’t get married and just have lots of sex.

Grandy, 58 years old. Makes Poppa
promise he’ll stop giving money to the
Hasids from the local temple every year.
Tells him to put his tzedakah elsewhere,
those old Jews don’t need it.
She should know better. Poppa the
trickster. Sneaks the raisins from
her Raisin Bran one by one until
she becomes enraged and calls the
company to complain. Poppa,
stubborn. Writes checks anyways, like
Grandy secretly switches out his ballot
with a democratic vote when mailing it in.
One Monday morning, Hasid comes to
collect his yearly check. Poppa creaks
door open silently, whispers to the man
in black. Grandy walks out wearing black
too- black bra and panties, nipples
peeking through lace like wide eyes.
Hasid sees Grandy through the
open door, gasps
oy vey!
Grandy sees Hasid,
screams
Jesus Christ!
Hasid never comes back. Mezuzah
on the door hangs its head in shame.
Poppa laughs his slow lion roar,
shoulders shaking, cheeks taught with
her wild.
His wicked woman.
His holy blasphemy.
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Diana Anhalt
Family Tree, Annotated
It’s all that remains of my family who lived
in the shtetls near Warsaw and Łódź—part of
Russia one day, Poland the next—who stayed
behind when the others fled. Their letters ceased
after ’42 so we burrow for memories gone to
seed, shake out branches for old-world names,
often misspelled, scribble lives onto paper
grown brittle with age. My grandfather’s brother,
Maxim Zukowsky. He was a shochet in charge
of the ritual slaughter of chickens, married to
Channah. Her name’s been crossed out. No.
He married Rebecca. I think that she limped.
There’s a daughter, Rachel, who eloped with
a goy. Then a correction: Nope. She married
a boy who lived in Chelm. Eldest son, Herschel.
A Biblical scholar. As for the nephew—
Solly Zekowsky—Involved in a plot to murder
the Tsar. And Solly survived— No, you’re wrong.
He was shot. Borris, his brother, moved to New York,
refused to learn English. Missed the sausage and borsht,
returned to his village in time for the war. And penned
in the margin: They always told the same jokes twice,
laughed ‘til they cried. A note next to Shlomo, a cousin:
I think he turned off the light when they came for him.
Someone’s added: He probably took his violin.
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Rosalind Brenner
Brick Row House, Crown Heights
Five chickens squawked in Grandmother’s
backyard, huddling in the corner,
fearful of her cleaver.
She squinted as my father and I ate,
made me finish every spoon of Kugel,
Children in Europe are starving,
finish every yellow bit of runny egg—
Your eyes are bigger than your stomach,
You ask for too much.
I wanted my father
to stay, so I chewed slowly
knowing when I rose
from the cold metal chair it was time
for him to go.
Grandmother murmured
in soothing sounds I didn’t understand.
Then she said in English,
Ostriches’ eyes are bigger than their brains.
Chicken's eyes are yellow
and they stare when they're afraid.
Like you, maideleh, she laughed.
Don’t cry shayne maidel,
No. We’ll have some candy,
a peppermint, all red and white
like the tablecloth.
I took it in my mouth, like a good girl,
sucked that sweet until its bright syrup flooded,
held it on my tongue long as I could.
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Susan Cobin
I Keep a Rock
on the kitchen
counter I probably should
not have
taken but I could not
leave it unremarkable
smooth and grey
where it belonged
on the ground with the invisible
bones of ghosts
skimming our bodies
like sliding doors
that push through
seamless clouds this
solitary rock reminds me
in shrill flashes
of memory
of the piles of bent
eyeglasses withered shoes
the souls of six million
that rise
in the curling smoke of an extinguished
candle
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Zachariah Hampton
The Long Road of Memory
philosophy is unnecessary
says the old man
he grins wide
teeth gleam white in his weathered face, brown
like the worn cover of a book of
devotional poems
turn away from the road
i will drive you home
on the tour bus the seats are soft
from hundreds of days or years of travel
crossing the desert to introduce
new cacti
i can reach into my backpack and touch an old book
it lays between us
Yehuda Amichai at the back of my tongue
the name Mahmoud Darwish
doesn't cross his lips
a worn steering wheel beneath his hands
i don't need poetry
i say
we are waiting for sabras to grow
for absent birds to fly
broad wings to flap
once take to the air
we sit together on the roadside
in medinat yisrael,
trading words
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Beth Dwoskin
Generations
My grandfather smoked green cigars.
They formed reeking clouds
In the closed space of his boxy sedan.
His children smoked noble cigarettes—
Chesterfields, Viceroys, Kents,
That smudged the air of their chromium coupes.
My grandfather drank a tall glass of coffee
Set in a tiny, flowered saucer.
The black fluid swirled to caramel
As he poured in pure cream.
He ate the animal essence—
Calves’ liver, cows’ brains, stuffed chicken necks.
His children drank instant coffee and Coke
To go with their Wonder Bread and Jello,
Iceberg wedges and American cheese.
Flurries of boomerangs, starbursts,
And flying saucers covered their space-age dishes.
My grandfather clapped his hands
And sang to me in his low, gruff voice:
“Tee da Dum, Tee da Dum,
Tee da Dee da Dum.”
His children sang me songs by Pat Boone,
Perry Como, and Patti Page —
“ H ow much is that doggy in the window?”

My grandfather sat with his elderly brother-in-law,
After the seder meal was done.
The two of them,
Alone at the corner of the table,
Munching dry, unleavened sweets,
Singing foreign songs and prayers,
Sipping garnet wine in silver cups,
Smoking green cigars.
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Lara Haft
I laid myself out
I laid myself out
to dry in the sun
Went to a place
where it did not rain for forty days
where I had only a small cotton tarp
strung between two trees for shelter
I slept,
I carved bars of soap,
I sang,
I got a sunburn,
I laid my sadness out to dry
in the sun
Until my lips cracked,
Until I’d learned to whistle like a mourning dove
And all my friends sent emails
Telling me to come back home
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Miriam Jacobs
Chagall’s La Joie, 1980
For these lovers, no field is infertile.
Primaries meet in the blue hour.
The moon nurses at her dark breast
a swollen sun – fat with promise
as an egg’s yolk – fixed
upon the modest domes of the village.
Boundaries for the saros give way to longing.
A scythe’s edge opens the landscape to awe.
Oh, hallowed Jerusalem, where
like fragments of colored glass,
the law is made and remade, welded in stills,
the Muse burns with expectancy, with hope.
The artist gathers Her parts tenderly,
delicate as blossoms. A flush of pleasure
touches a cheek, a memory, with bruised light.
Sun and moon intersect in a burst of flowers.
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Yoni Hammer-Kossoy
Forest Shiva
I pick up a rock
then a second and a third
and suddenly I am filling my pockets
with them, like heartbeats.
It is strange to feel
their flinty edges cut into my thighs
while I scramble the forest floor
to find more.
I am panting, arms covered with dust
when the others notice.
What could they possibly say
to change a thing?
Cicadas burr instead.
Any other day I might marvel
as their currency
crackles between pine branches.
But the ground has never
been so indifferent. Only the rocks
stop me from drifting
into the stamped sky.
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Dana Robbins
Easter Sunday 1926
“Dirty Jew,” the children scream
as they pour out of church on Easter Sunday,
chase my crying five-year-old mother home,
where her mother lifts her onto the table
pulls up her petticoat and says,
“See your panties are clean.”
From her, I learn to fearfully scan
the political landscape for anti-semites
on the march in Sweden, a synagogue
vandalized In Queens. When she stays
with me, and I go out, my ninety year old
mother risks injury to inch down
the basement stairs, so she can clean
her underwear in the washing machine,
two pairs at a time.
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Gloria g. Murrey
In Good Samaritan Hospital
where the body of Christ
hangs on almost every available space of wall
I visit my friend, Irving, who is lying in the room
where the temperature must be
close to 95 and is wearing a sweater and hospital socks
while his lungs are being
drained of fluid after heart surgery
because he worships salt
and as Jews go, complains with a sour face
from the moment I walk in
but when he smiles (which is not often)
a neglected dimple appears in his cheek
I’ve brought his bathrobe, some corn muffins
two pairs of underwear and the wrong
batteries for his hearing aid
there are no hooks or hangers so I ask
where to hang the bathrobe
and he shrugs, stirring the spoon
in the tomato soup and making an awful face—
terrible! terrible! needs some sweetener
I hold back saying, in tomato soup?
then my eye catches the cross with the Jesus head
—his crown, a perfect hook
so I take the robe and hang it, watch my friend’s eyes
nearly pop out of his bald bowling ball head
as he cries out—are you crazeee? they’ll kick us out
and I answer—well, that’s one
way for you to get the hell out of here!
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Jonathan Lewis
The Whistle
The refrain of a Czech folk song,
a catchy tune they both knew so well,
brought them back together.
They were not yet married,
dragged from homes in Munkach:
she was placed in one cattle car,
he went in another,
each sent to a separate hell.
Across hundreds of miles
they endured and remembered.
In July, 1945
it was a sweltering summer.
She and her sister sat with cold drinks
at the Budapest train station.
Frostbite and typhoid fever,
Auschwitz and Stutthof,
all loomed behind them.
Their train would soon leave for Prague.
Then across the platform,
heading the other way back to Munkach –
she saw her fiancée.
He was emerging from a bus,
leaving Dachau and starvation,
finally heading home.
She bounded across the crowd.
Loud voices, the rumble of trains.
Pursing her lips, the notes rushed forth:
a song for young carefree lovers.
He wheeled around, as she rushed toward him.
My grandparents would be married in Prague.
All from a simple whistle, a catchy tune
they both knew so well.
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Jonathan Lewis
When the Rabbi Spoke
Erev Rosh Hashanah:
we were packed into the pews
of the Chinatown synagogue,
expecting the same message as last year:
spend more time with family,
less time on social media.
But then the Rabbi spoke.
We were taken to Charlottesville,
watching men with rifles,
jackboots, and tiki torches
march outside the synagogue
while congregants prayed.
We all fell silent
under this sudden weight.
Then the Rabbi spoke again.
It was about vigilance,
and taking responsibility.
It was a challenge to men in the room
to question themselves, and other men.
Women nodded, knowing
they would no longer be silenced.
While the Rabbi spoke there was reflection,
and eyes searching for resolution.
Twilight crept through the windows
as we sang Hashkiveinu.
We hoped for peace
and strength to face
whatever this year might bring.
The history of Diaspora,
of beating back a rising tide:
it all felt much closer on that night
when the Rabbi spoke.
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The Winners

Diana Anhalt writes essays, short stories and book reviews in both English and Spanish. Anhalt is author
of A Gathering of Fugitives (Archer Books), two chapbooks and a short poetry collection, Because There Is
No Return. Her work has appeared in The Atlanta Review, The Connecticut River Review, and The Concho
River Review.
Sarah Antine is a poet from Potomac, Maryland.
Rosalind Brenner is a poet, painter, and glass artist. Her work has been published in Cortland Review, Poetry Bay, Southampton Review, Long Island Sounds, Ontologica, Arroyo Literary Review, among
others. Brenner is the author of “Omega’s Garden” (Finishing Line Press, “All That’s Left” (Art House
Press), and “Every Glittering Chimera” forthcoming Fall 2018 (Blue Light Press). RosalindBrenner.com
Debra Cash is a poet from Belmont, Massachusetts.
Sara Cobin has published poems in dozens of literary magazines, including The Malahat
Review, Kayak, Poetry East, Permafrost, Cimarron Review, and most recently Michigan Quarterly
Review and Black Fox Literary Magazine.
Julia Kolchinsky Dasbach emigrated from Dnepropetrovsk, Ukraine as a Jewish refugee when she was six
years old. She holds an MFA in poetry from the University of Oregon and is a Ph.D. candidate in
Comparative Literature at the University of Pennsylvania, where her research focuses on contemporary
American poetry about the Holocaust. Dashach's poetry collection, The Many Names for Mother, won the
Stan and Tom Wick Poetry Prize and is forthcoming from Kent State University Press, Fall of 2019. She is
also the author of The Bear Who Ate the Stars (Split Lip Press, 2014). She writes a blog about motherhood:
https:// otherwomendonttellyou.wordpress.com.
Beth Dwoskin is a retired librarian, an amateur singer, a Yiddishist, and the author of a wide range of
articles. She is especially interested in Jewish music and Jewish women vocalists in pre-modern Jewish
history.
Amy Gottlieb is a poet from Bronx, New York.
Lara Haft is a poet from Durham, North Carolina.
Zachariah Hauptman is a poet from San Francisco, California.
Miriam Jacobs is a University of Chicago alumna and teaches writing at Gordon State College in
Barnesville, Georgia. Jacobs's work has won an Atlanta Review International Publications Award and
placed in Poetica Magazine's Anna David Rosenberg competition, both in 2017 and 2018. Her poetry
appears in Kestrel, The Stillwater Review, The Tishman Review, Reform Jewish Quarterly, Calliope, and
other publications.
Yoni Hammer-Kossoy’s poetry appeared in numerous publications and journals, including American
Journal of Poetry, Forage Poetry, Gone Lawn, Dime Show Review, Right Hand Pointing, Sunlight Press,
and Songs of Eretz Poetry. Born and raised in the U.S., Yoni lives in Israel with his family and when not
writing, pays the bills as a software engineer.
Shonna Levin is a poet from Brooklyn, New York.

Jonathan Lewis is the author of "Babel On" (Lines + Stars Press) and is editor of the Federal Poet.
His poems have appeared in publications including the Jewish Literary Journal, Voices Israel, and Poetica
Magazine. Jonathan is currently working on a video in collaboration with the United States Holocaust
Memorial Museum.
Gloria g. Murray’s poetry and essays appeared in journals including The Paterson Review, Poet Lore,
Bardic Echoes, Third Wednesday, The Ledge, The Literary Quarterly, among others. Murray is a member
of Poets & Writers, Inc. and the winner of the 2014 first prize Anna Davidson Rosenberg Award (Poetica
Magazine) as well as third prize recipient in the 2017 Writer’s Digest Poetry contest.
Molly Raynor is a poet from Ann Arbor, Michigan.
Dana Robbins earned an MFA from the Stonecoast Writers program of the University of Southern
Maine. She is author of The Left Side of My Life (Moon Pie Press of Westbrook, Maine 2015). Robbins
poetry has appeared or is forthcoming in numerous journals and anthologies, including Muddy River Poetry
Review, Paterson Literary Review, Cape Rock Literary Magazine, Calyx Journal, and the Fish
Anthology. Her poem, “To My Daughter Teaching Science,” was featured by Garrison Keillor on the
Writers Almanac.

